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By Stephen Tanzer

Bernard Dugat, who carries out every possible step to control yields
and benefits from a high percentage of very old vines, is normally in a
position to harvest early, with sound sugars. His low yields in '99
allowed him to begin on the first legal day and to pick in five days flat,
finishing just as rain started late on September 23rd. Grape sugars
were in the very healthy 12.5% range, about the same as those of the
previous year, with pHs a bit higher. Dugat took his wines off their
skins relatively quickly after the alcoholic fermentations ended to
prevent bacteria from multiplying ("I didn't want the malolactic
fermentations to begin in cuve ") and to preserve the wines' acidity.
These '99s, which Dugat describes as "vins de garde to begin drinking
after at least five years in bottle," are quite powerful but a bit more
pliant than the wines made at this address just a few years ago.
Dugat told me he has done less pigeage since the '97 vintage and
generally avoids "technique" as much as possible. Although he did up
to 10% saignee for the village parcels in '99, he eschews this method,
pointing out that in the parcels he works via metayage arrangements,
this would result in significant financial sacrifice. By this, I assume he
means that he must deliver the previously agreed-on percentage of
the crop to the vineyard owner, and that if he bleeds the cuve he is
reducing only his share of the crop. (Weygandt-Metzler Importing,
Unionville, PA)
1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Gevrey Chambertin Vieilles
Vignes

86-89

Deep ruby. Liqueur-like aromas of kirsch, blackberry and dark chocolate. Offers good density
and strong fruit, but could use a bit more sweetness and pliancy. A rather muscular village
wine, finishing with substantial dusty tannins.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Gevrey Chambertin Coeur du
Roi

88-90

Saturated ruby. Extravagant aromas of black cherry, cassis, leather and fresh blood. Sweet,
dense and smooth, with excellent framing acidity giving this rather powerful wine terrific
freshness. Finishes fairly tannic, but has solid buffering extract.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Vosne Romanee Vieilles
Vignes

88-91

Sappy aromas of kirsch, dark chocolate, minerals and game. Dense but sweet and supple,
with expressive flavors of cassis, blackberry, violet and oak spice. Impressively long for a
village wine. Dugat very lightly chaptalized most of his Gevreys, but not this Vosne.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Charmes Chambertin 89-92
Saturated ruby. Knockout nose combines kirsch, minerals, game and torrefaction notes of
espresso and chocolate. Wonderfully sweet and thick, but enlivened by adequate acids and
strong minerality. Very intense fruit flavors of blackberry and blueberry, complicated by a
note of dark chocolate. Muscular but broad and pliant.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Gevrey Chambertin Premier
Cru

89-92

Saturated ruby. Bright, complex aromas of black raspberry, roast coffee, mocha, roasted nuts
and game. Juicy and very intensely flavored but also quite pliant, with chewy, bright flavors of
violet and licorice. Rather stylish for a Dugat wine. Finishes with big but fine tannins and very
good grip.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Gevrey Chambertin Lavaux St
Jacques

90-93
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Saturated deep ruby. Very ripe but pure aromas of blackberry, blueberry, bitter chocolate,
licorice and minerals. Penetrating dark berry fruit given shape and grip by harmonious acidity.
Flavors are fresh and cool but not at all hard. Impressively young and built for extended
aging.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Charmes Chambertin 92-94
Black ruby color. Sauvage aromas of blackberry, gunflint, violet, coffee and spices. Dense and
chewy; powerful yet lush and suave. Texture verging on solid. Powerfully extracted but not at
all tough. Finishes with outstanding palate-staining persistence.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Mazis Chambertin 91-94
Saturated full ruby. Reticent, roasted aromas of blackberry and game. Juicy, very intensely
flavored and folded in on itself; strong torrefaction note of bitter chocolate. Less fleshy today
than the Charmes but still possesses a remarkably silky texture for such a powerful wine.
Finishes very subtle and long, with building but ripe tannins.

1999 Domaine Bernard Dugat Py Chambertin 92-95
Saturated bright ruby. Laid-back, pure aromas of kirsch, licorice, minerals and mocha.
Explosive, sappy black fruit flavors are still a bit youthfully musclebound. But this extremely
powerful wine already shows an almost three-dimensional texture and bright framing acids.
Distinctly chewy on the back end. Dugat vinified whole clusters-in contrast to his other grand
crus, which were two-thirds destemmed.
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